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Abstract

The dynamics of a single electron is considered on a periodic
square 2d lattice constructed of romboidal quantum wells
interacting via narrow links . The spectral structure of bands
and gaps of the corresponding one-body Hamiltonian is derived
from an accurate analysis of Bloch waves of a solvable model,
constructed based on a rational approximation of DN- maps of
the quantum wells by establishing a communication between
them via partial boundary conditions emulating the covalent
bonds. In the case of the corresponding sandwich of periodic
lattice, the weak interaction of the two parallel periodic quasi-2d
sub-lattices defines, due to the 2d Landau-Zener effect, a high
mobility of the corresponding charge carriers in certain
direction on the quasi-momenta plane.
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Introduction.
We start with comparison of mysteriously efficient coupled
cluster approach to few-body problems in solid-state physics
with a modified analytic perturbation procedure based on
selection of the first order approximation. Transport properties
of periodic lattices are defined by the structure of the
corresponding Bloch eigenfunctions. In the 1d case the Bloch
eigenfunctions are found based on the transfer matrix
constructed of solutions of the relevant Cauchy problems. This
approach fails in 2d, and, generally, in the multi-dimensional
case, because the Cauchy problem for the multi-dimensional
Schrödinger equation is ill-posed. The approach based on “tight
binding” ideas (Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals - LCAO ,
see [20, 21]), gives a reasonably good qualitative coincidence
with experiment, but stays on a shaky mathematical basement.
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Introduction
The recent coupled cluster philosophy, see for instance [7] and
references therein, gives a decisive hint for development an
alternative approach to analysis of the Bloch functions in
multidimensional periodic structures. Indeed, the periods of
covalent crystals, sharing electrons, may play a role of coupled
clusters - elementary blocks of the solid, connected by covalent
bonds associated with certain partial summations of the
perturbation series. An appropriate choice of the partial
summations allows to emulate most essential details of the
covalent bonds, see [10], of the neighboring clusters and thus
can be interpreted as a substitution of the perturbed
Hamiltonian by an appropriate solvable model which inherits
most important spectral features of the perturbed Hamiltonian,
see for instance [16], where only the coupled pairs of electrons
are taken into account.
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Introduction
In this paper we consider first a simplest 2d square lattice with
romboidal periods weakly connected with each other by the
relatively narrow links. The wave-functions components
supported by the links correspond to covalent bonds. The
whole 2d crystal is considered as a periodic quantum network,
with the Fermi-level situated on the conductivity band. In the
case when the products K− ds of the exponents K− of the
evanescent waves and the lengths ds of the connecting links
are large, the matching of the evanescent waves generated by
the neighboring clusters can be substituted, on the Fermi level,
by the partial zero boundary conditions P− ψ

= 0 imposed on
Γ

the cross-sections Γ of the connecting links (the slots), with the
projections P− onto the entrance subspace E− the closed
channels. Vice versa, the most essential part of the interaction
defined by the covalent bonds is caused by the matching of the
wave-functions in the open channels, which correspond to the
oscillating component
of, B.the
wave-function on the connecting
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Introduction
We guess that a convenient and realistic solvable model of the
interaction of the neighboring periods of the 2d lattice can be
obtained based on the partial matching conditions
, with the complementary orthogonal

= P+ ψ

P+ ψ
Γ−0

Γ+0

projection P+ onto E+ = L2 (Γ) E− , taking into account only
the oscillating waves with the spectral parameter λ = 2mE~−2
situated inside the temperature interval
∆T = [Λ − 2mκT
, Λ − 2mκT
] centered at the (scaled) Fermi level
~2
~2
−2
Λ = 2mEF ~ of the lattice. Thus the solvable model is defined
by the choice of the entrance subspaces E± of the open and
closed spectral channels. Selection of an appropriate entrance
(cross-section) subspaces E± of the closed and open channels
on the links is actually a freedom we can use to simplify the
original problem of matching of all one-body orbitals of the
neighboring clusters.
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Introduction
Though the above assumption concerning the configuration of
the links already allows to develop an appropriate analytic
perturbation technique for the single-particle spectral analysis
on the corresponding quantum network, based on filtering
properties of the narrow channels, see for instance [9], we
make one more step toward a simpler model, by neglecting the
length of the links, but assuming that the one-body spectral
problem on the periodic network is considered with the partial
matching on the entrance subspace of the open channels and
zero boundary condition in the closed channels, imposed on
the common boundary Γ~l = Γ~l 0 =: Γ of the neighboring periods
Ω~l , Ω~l 0 :
−∆ψ~l + V (x)ψ~l = λψ~l , x ∈ Ω~l ,
P− ψ~l

Γ

P+ ψ~l

= P− ψ~l 0

Γ
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= 0,
Γ

= P+ ψ~l 0 ,
Γ

Introduction

The operator defined on the quantum network ∪~l Ω~l by (1) is
self-adjoint and has a pure continuous spectrum. We guess
that (1) takes into account an essential part of the interaction
forming the Bloch-functions of the corresponding solvable
perturbed Hamiltonian, defined by the selected from E+
cross-sections orbitals associated with the open channels on
the lincs. Based on the model described, with use of the
Dirichlet-to-Neumann map, see [18], we develop in this paper
spectral analysis of the model 2d lattice from the first principles,
and obtain the corresponding dispersion equations.
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Introduction
Based on results obtained for the 2d periodic lattice, we
consider the corresponding sandwich of lattices assuming a
weak interaction between the two sub-lattices. Considering the
corresponding 2d Landau-Zener effect we conclude that the
charge carriers dynamics on a two-layers periodic lattice may
reveal some important features like high mobility in certain
direction on the quasi-momenta plane.

Figure: One dimensional Landau-Zener effect.
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Introduction
It was observed first, see [19], in one-dimensional lattices, with
use of the transfer-matrix as a main spectral tool for study of
corresponding space or time- periodic structures, see [11]. It
was noticed that the interaction of terms λs (p) in solid-state
quantum problems implies pseudo-relativistic properties of the
corresponding quasi-particles. Fresh interest for
quasi-relativism in solid state physics arose in connection with
discovery of high mobility of charge carriers in graphen, see for
instance [15]. Recent discovery of quasi-relativistic behavior of
terms in man-made bi-layer periodic quasi-2d lattices, see
[2, 3], allows to conjecture that the weak interaction of 2d
periodic lattices may be used as a source of various artificial
structures with interesting transport properties. Study of the
Landau-Zener transformation of 2d terms requires an adequate
analytic machinery.
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Dispersion equation of the 2d lattice
based on DN-map.
In [13] the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map was selected as an
appropriate tool to substitute the transfer-matrix in analysis of
perturbations of the two-dimensional terms. The standard
DN-map is a linear transformation of the boundary “potential”
ψ , Γ ⊂ ∂Ω into the “boundary current”

∂ψ
∂n

of the solution ψ
Γ

Γ

of the homogeneous Schrödinger equation on the domain Ω,
with scaled spectral variable λ = 2mE
.
~2
−∆ψ + V ψ = λψ, ψ DN (λ) : ψ

−→
Γ

∂ψ
.
∂n Γ

It this paper we consider a modified version of DN-map,
restricted by an orthogonal projection P+ onto entrance
subspace E+ of the contact subspace L2 (Γ).
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Dispersion equation of the 2d lattice
based on DN-map.
We ignore the spin of electron and initially assume that the
one-electron wave functions on the neighboring romboidal
periods, see Fig. 3, communicate with each other via relatively
narrow connecting channels, which filter the evanescent waves
off, see an extended analysis of the filtering by narrow channels
in [9].

Figure: A general view of a lattice with romboidal periods.
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The thresholds of the upper spectral bands containing the
evanescent waves are situated above the Fermi level. The
evanescent waves are filtered out.

Figure: A detail of a square lattice with romboidal periods. The
connecting links are not shown.
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Dispersion equation of the 2d lattice
based on DN-map.
We simplified the spectral problem via replacement of the
matching condition on Γ in closed channels by the partial zero
boundary condition on the slots Γ , see (1). The Schrödinger
operator on the periodic lattice with above boundary conditions
can be analyzed based on a quasi-periodic problem on the
period, with the partial matching boundary condition substituted
by the quasi-periodicity on the pairs of opposite slots
Γs± = {x s = ±1} of the period Ω:
"
#
"
#
= e−2ips a P+ ψΩ

P+ ψΩ
Γs−

"
P+

∂ψΩ
∂n

,
Γs+

#

"
= −e−2ips a P+

Γs−

∂ψΩ
∂n

#
,

(2)

Γs+

where the differentiation is done with respect to the outward
normals on the boundaries of the relevant periods, see Fig. (1).
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Dispersion equation of the 2d lattice
based on DN-map.
Hereafter we assume that the width 2a = 2 of the period is
s of the
equal to 2, δ/2 << 1, and the entrance subspace E+
open channel attached
to each slot Γs±a is one-dimensional
q

s
s
s
s
and spanned by 2δ sin πy
δ = e , P+ = e i he on each section
Γs . The electron with the wave-function having a non-trivial
boundary data on Γs = ∂Ω ∩ ∂Ω0 from common contact
subspaces E s = L2 (Γs ) on the slots Γs±a belongs to both
periods and forms a covalent bond between the blocks Ω, Ω0 .
We use the relative intermediate DN-map DN Γ associated with
spectral/boundary problems with partial data on the slots.
Assuming that the neighboring periods are connected by the
s the projections
cylindrical links of certain width δ, denote by P±
s of the open
onto the cross-section (entrance) subspaces E±
and closed channels respectively.
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Dispersion equation of the 2d lattice
based on DN-map.

We assumed that the Fermi-level is situated on the first spectral
band Λ ∈ ∆1 = [π 2 δ −2 , 4π 2 δ −2 ], thus ∆1 plays the role of the
conductivity band. In fact, the Dirichlet Schrödinger operator on
the period with zero boundary condition condition imposed onto
is an intermediate Hamiltonian for the

the boundary values ψ
Γ

quasi-periodic problem with the boundary condition (1),
obtained by formal setting the exponential in the closed
channels as K− = ∞, or, correspondingly, by choosing the
above partial zero boundary conditions on the closed channels
of the slots.
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Dispersion equation of the 2d lattice
based on DN-map.
Then the corresponding DN-map DN Λ for partial boundary
values problem with P+ uΓ ∈ E+ is defined as a restriction of the
standard DN-map onto
Pthe slots Γ swith subsequent
P framing 1by
the projections P+ = s=1,2, sgn Psgn onto E+ = s=1, sgn Esgn :
DN Λ = P+ DN P+
=

X

s
Psgn

s,t=1,2, sgn,sgn0

Γssgn

t
DN Psgn
0

.
Γtsgn0

Hence the partial DN-map DN Λ is defined by the matrix
elements of the standard DN-map of the period in the
decomposition of the contact space
E = E+ + E− ≡ E = L2 (Γ) of the slot Γ into an orthogonal sum
of the entrance subspaces of the open and closed channels.
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Dispersion equation of the 2d lattice
based on DN-map.
We characterize the period Ω on given spectral interval ∆T by
the rational approximation with an appropriate correcting term
Λ

DN (λ) =

n
X
r =1

Qr
+ P+ KP+ , λr ∈ ∆T ,
λ − λr

where

(3)

Qr
=
λ − λr
=

X

s
i
esgn

s , ∂ψr i h ∂ψr , et
hesgn
sgn0 i
∂n
∂n

s,sgn;t,sgn0

P+ KP+ =

X

λ − λr

t
hesgn
0,

s
s
t
t
esgn
ihesgn
Kesgn
0 i hesgn0 .

(4)

s,t,sgn,sgn0

Here λr are the eigenvalues of the Schrödinger operator with
partial Dirichlet boundary conditions in closed channels on the
essential spectral interval ∆T and P+ KP+ - the restriction of the
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Dispersion equation of the 2d lattice
based on DN-map.

The correcting term contains contributions to the DN - map
from the complementary spectral subspace, corresponding to
the eigenvalues on the complement of ∆T .
The spectral structure of the Schrödinger operator on the 2d
periodic lattice is established based on study of the
quasi-periodic spectral problem on the period Ω, which is
defined by the quasiperiodic boundary conditions connecting
the projections of the boundary values and the boundary
currents of the solutions of the Schrödinger equation
Lψ = λψ on the opposite slots Γs± of the period:
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Dispersion equation of the 2d lattice
based on DN-map.
 −2ip 1

1
1ψ
e
ψ−
+
1
1

 ψ+ 
ψ+



P+  2  = P+  −2ip2 2
e
ψ+
ψ−
2
2
ψ+
ψ+





P+ 







1 1
2 2
ν + ψ+
ν ,
= ψ+


ψ 0 1−
−e−2ip1 ψ 0 1+


1
ψ0+ 
ψ 0 1+

=
P

+
 −e−2ip2 ψ 0 2+
ψ 0 2− 
ψ 0 2+
ψ 0 2+
1

2

= ψ 0 + µ 1 + ψ 0 + µ2 ,
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(5)

Dispersion equation of the 2d lattice
based on DN-map.
where


0
e−2ip1



0
1  2
2
ν 1 = e1 
 0  , ν = e  e−2ip2
0
1




,




0
−e−2ip1



0
1
 , µ2 = e 2 
µ1 = e 1 
−2ip



2
0
−e
0
1


and
s
ψ+
= hψ

s

Γs+a

, es i, ψ 0 + = h
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∂ψ
∂n

, es i.
Γs+a



,


Dispersion equation of the 2d lattice
based on DN-map.

Then the quasi-periodicity condition implies the equation:
1

2

1 1
2 2
DN Λ [ψ+
ν + ψ+
ν ] = ψ 0 + µ1 + ψ 0 + µ2 ,

(6)

s , ψ 0 2 . Notice that hν s , µt i = 0,
with scalar coefficients ψ+
+
which implies
1
2
+ hν 1 DN ν 2 iψ+
= 0,
hν 1 DN ν 1 iψ+
1
2
hν 2 DN ν 1 iψ+
+ hν 2 DN ν 2 iψ+
=0
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(7)

Dispersion equation of the 2d lattice
based on DN-map.

The condition of existence of the non-trivial Bloch function is
represented in the determinant form:
 1

hν , DN 11 ν 1 i hν 1 , DN 12 ν 2 i
det
= 0,
(8)
hν 2 , DN 21 ν 1 i hν 2 , DN 22 ν 2 i
where hν s , DN st ν t i =
∂ψr
t
s ∂ψr
n
X
X hν ∂n iΓssgna h ∂n , ν iΓtsgn0 a
r =1 sgn,sgn0

λ − λr
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+ hν s , K ν t i.

(9)

Dispersion equation of the 2d lattice
based on DN-map.

Of course all above constructions and arguments concerning
1d slots of 2d periods are automatically transferred to the case
of 2d slots of the 3d periods of a quasi-2d lattice in R3 . We
leave an exact formulation and verification of the corresponding
wording to the reader, but just use it next section of our paper.
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Dispersion equation of a sandwich of quasi-2d lattice
and 2d Landau-Zener effect.
We aim on the spectral analysis of a sandwich of periodic
quasi-2d lattice with romboidal periods Ωu , Ωd playing the roles
of basements of the upper and the lower cones of the
two-storey joint period, see Fig.(4).
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Dispersion equation of a sandwich of quasi-2d lattice
and 2d Landau-Zener effect.
Assume that first and the second storeys are connected by the
link constructed in a form of adouble cone with the slot Γ0
dividing the upper and lower cones and a tunneling boundary
condition on it defined by a real antisymmetric matrix
= 0 = P0⊥ ψ d

B : P0⊥ ψ u






:
Γ0

Γ0
u
P0 ∂ψ
∂nu
d
P0 ∂ψ
∂nd


Γu0



  P0
 
0 −β 

=

β 0


P0 ψ d

Γd0



ψu
Γu0



.


(10)

Γd0

with the outward normals nu = −nd , and an orthogonal 1d
projection P0 = e0 i he0 onto the open channels on the slot Γu,d
0 .
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Dispersion equation of a sandwich of quasi-2d lattices
and 2d Landau-Zener effect.
This tunneling boundary condition, with large β, emulates the
potential barrier/well for the corresponding charge carriers
(electrons/ holes, respectively) separating the upper and lover
lattices, because implies ψ u ≈ 0 ≈ ψ d if β −1 ≈ 0. If the slots
Γsu,d of the upper and lower periods are equipped with the
matching boundary conditions on the contact with the
neighboring periods, then the Schrödinger operator on the
whole lattice, with a real, bounded and piecewise continuous
periodic potential is selfadjoint, and the corresponding
dispersion equation can be derived from the Bloch condition on
a single period, via comparison of the boundary values


~ = ψ
~u , ψ
~ u , ψu , ψd , ψ
~d , ψ
~d ,
Ψ
1
2
0
0
2
1
of the wave-functions on the slots Γsu , Γ0 , Γtd of the upper and
lower periods and the balance of the corresponding boundary
currents with the tunneling boundary condition.
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Dispersion equation of the sandwich of quasi-2d
lattices and 2d Landau-Zener effect.

Imposing the quasi-periodic boundary conditions on the slots
Γssgn a (u), Γssgn a (d) and the tunneling boundary conditions on
Γu0 , Γd0 , we obtain the linear system for the variables
u1 , ψ 2u , ψ u , ψ d , ψ u1 , ψ u2 , similar to (8):
ψ+ = ψ+a
+a
+a
+a
0
0
hνu1 DN u11 νu1 iψ1u + hνu1 DN u12 νu2 iψ2u + hνu1 DN u10 iψ0u = 0,
hν2u DN u21 νu1 iψ1u + hνu2 DN u22 νu2 iψ2u + hνu2 DN u20 iψ0u = 0,
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Dispersion equation of a sandwich of quasi-2d lattice
and 2d Landau-Zener effect.

hDN u01 , νu1 iψ1u + hDN u02 , νu2 iψ2u + DN u00 ψ0u = −βψ0d ,
hDN d01 , νd1 iψ1d + hDN d02 , νd2 iψ2d + DN d00 ψ0d = βψ0u ,
hνd2 DN d21 νd1 iψ1d + hνd2 DN d22 νd2 iψ2d + hνd2 DN d20 iψ0d = 0,
hνd1 DN d11 νd1 iψ1d + hνu1 DN d12 νu2 iψ2d + hνu1 DN d10 iψ0d = 0.
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(11)

Dispersion equation of a sandwich of quasi-2d lattice
and 2d Landau-Zener effect.
Existence of a non-trivial solution of this linear system is
guaranteed by an appropriate determinant condition. Denote
u,d
s
s
hνu,d
DN u,d
11 νu,d i := dst ,

DN u,d (p) =:



u,d
u,d
d11
d12
hν 1 , DN u,d
10 i


u,d
u,d
=
d21
d22
hν 2 , DN u,d
20 i  ,
u,d
1
2
DN u,d
hDN u,d
01 , νu i hDN 02 , νu,d i
00
DN u,d
T (p) =:
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Dispersion equation of a sandwich of quasi-2d lattices
and 2d Landau-Zener effect.

=

1 DN u,d ν 1 i hν 1 DN u,d ν 2 i
hνu,d
u,d
11 u,d
12 u,d
u,d 1
2
2
2
hνu,d DN 21 νu,d i hνu,d DN u,d
22 νu,d i
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!
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(12)

Dispersion equation of a sandwich of quasi-2d lattices
and 2d Landau-Zener effect.
Then the determinant condition, because of ν s = ν s (ps ), gives
the dispersion equation
β −2 det DN u det DN d + det DN uT det DN dT = 0.

(13)

In particular, if β → ∞, the linear system splits into a pair of
independent blocks, corresponding to the upper and lower
period, with the dispersion equations
det DN uT = 0 and det DN dT = 0
similar to ones we obtained in previous section. If β is large,
then the intersection of terms
det DN uT (p) det DN dT (p) = 0
is transformed into a quasi-intersection.
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Dispersion equation of a sandwich of quasi-2d lattices
and 2d Landau-Zener effect.

Figure: Two-dimensional Landau-Zener effect.
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Dispersion equation of a sandwich of quasi-2d lattice
and 2d Landau-Zener effect.

The transport properties for large β near to the intersection of
the unperturbed terms ( for β = ∞) are defined by the tensor of
second derivatives of λ with respect to the quasi-momentum p.
In particular, the mobility of the charge carriers at the
n
os,t=2
quasi-intersection is defined by the tensor m−1 = ∂p∂λ
s ∂pt
s,t=1

of the second derivatives of the dispersion function λ(~p).
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Dispersion equation of a sandwich of quasi-2d lattices
and 2d Landau-Zener effect.
For a weak interaction of the layers, the maximal eigenvalue of
the tensor ( and hence the minimal effective mass and maximal
mobility ) is observed on the quasi-momenta plane in the
direction n orthogonal to the intersection l of the tangent planes
of the dispersion surfaces of the upper and lower layers of the
unperturbed sandwich. Depending on position of the Fermi
level of the sandwich of lattices the charge carriers are either
electrons or holes. Suggested in this paper analysis of the
Bloch functions of 2d periodic lattices may serve a basement
for calculation of the correlations of the wave-functions initially
obtained in form of the Slater determinants, see the
corresponding remark in [7] p. 293.
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Conclusion

The physical approach and the mathematical technique
suggested above for analysis of the resonance processes on
the periodic systems of quantum dots are based on fitted
“zero-range” solvable models, which has mathematical roots in
the von Neumann operator extension theory, see [14]. Though
the discovery of the theory was done by John von Newumann
based on a deep physical motivation, physicists never used it,
in original von Neumann form, before 1964, when the seminal
paper [8] was published, where the direct connection between
E. Fermi zero-range potential see [12] and von Neumann
theory was established.
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Conclusion

Yet another 50 years were needed to notice that the zero-range
model can be fitted, based on a special choice of the inner
structure and another another 20 years were needed to see,
that the fitted zero-range model may be used as a first
approximation - “jump-start”- in the modified analytic
perturbation procedure. Now we see some prospects of using
of this mathematical technique for analysis of experimental
results obtained in the studies of the edge channels in the
ultra-narrow quantum wells as well as high mobility of charge
carriers in self-assembled Silicon-based low-dimensional
periodic structures.
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Conclusion

Specifically, this theoretical analysis allows the observe the
influence of the quantum dots and single impurity centers
embedded in the edge channels on the characteristics of the
spin-dependent scattering, revealed by the quantum Hall effect
and quantum spin Hall effect measurements as well as features
of revealed by the electrically-detected electron paramagnetic
resonance, see [1, 5, 6], We hope that the new analytic
constructions discussed above based on von Neumann
operator extension theory, will find wide a range of applications
in solid-state physics.
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